































































school of painters active in Rome in the 1620s, Both was also This time frame is further supported by the fact that this was the
influenced by Claude Lorrain, an artist he met in Rome. Both created most likely period for collaborative works with Poelenburgh, who
refined, pastoral landscapes filled with sunlight. And the works of was responsible for the figures in this work.3 Other known joint
the next generation of Italianate landscape painters, such as Nicolaes works by these two artists include the lucigment of Paris (London,
Berchem, Adam Pynacker and Aelbert Cuyp, can be thought to have National Gallery, see fig.), and Landscape tvith IYymphs (Rome,
taken their starting point from Both's works. Busiri-Vici collection). Burke has assigned a date of 1645-1650 to
   Cornelis van Poelenburgh, as previously noted, was one of the the London work.4
first generation painters of the Italianate school. Like Both, he studied The subject of this work is not clear. While it has been sug-
with Bloemaert in his hometown of Utrecht and then proceeded gested that it is related to the then popular tale of Diana and Cal-
to Rome. His activities in Rome can be confirmed by records for listo , it is hard to suggest specific elements that would indicate this
1617. It is also thought that he spent some time in Florence, and subject matter. While alluding to a tale that features Diana, it might
it has been suggested that he made contact in that city with Filippo be appropriate to consider this work a more freely imagined experi-
Napolitano, an artist who greatly influenced the young Poelenburgh. ment with mythological landscape depiction.
He returned to Utrecht prior to 1627 and achieved considerable fame Some repainting can be seen in the upper right section of the
in his hometown. In 1637 Charles I invited Poelenburgh to England sky, but otherwise the painting is in excellent condition. Indeed there
and Poelenburgh is known to have been active in London until 1641. has been no loss of the darker pigments in the luxuriant growth
In 1657 and 1658 and then again in 1664 he was selected as dean of trees that covers the left portion of the composition. One of the
of the Painters Guild in Utrecht. In addition to the creation of his greatest fascinations of this work is the careful observation of the
own landscape paintings, Poelenburgh also painted the figures in layering of thickly overgrown trees and foliage in this area.
Iandscape works of other painters, such as Jan Both, Willem de (Akira Kofuku)
Heusch and Herman Saftleveni
   This work signed "JBoth'' is a small work that reveals this
painter's particular characteristics. While more than loo oil paint- NOteS
                                                            1 See the following for information on the Italianate School of Dutch land-ings are known by Both, the comparativelY hOMOgenOUS StYIe Of scape painting. Albert BIankert. Atederian(Zse 1 7e EeuLDse ltalianiserende
these works makes it hard to trace his painterly development. As Landscopschilders. Soest. 1978 (originally published in 1965); Frederik
only one of his works is dated, Mercury andArgos in a Landscape, J- DuparclLinda L･ Graif. ltalian Recollections. Montreal 1990.
(1650, Schlots Schleissheim),2 the datingof his works is all the more 2 VaoM,kelSLoDn'doB.".rfeg-76lanno.B70glh･ I)tiintingS, DratVingS and Prints･ New
difficult. But here the scrupulous brushwork.ang the eXPreSSiOn Of 3 In correspondence, Marcel Roethlisberger has a)so agreed with this dating･
the crowded trees and plants are thought to indicate that the WOrk 4 Burke, op. cit. no. 4g; Neil MacLaren (revised and expanded by Christopher
was created after his return from Italy, possibly during the 1640s. Brown). 7he Dutch School J600-1900, London, 1991, no. 209.
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